
THE HOLY GHOST FATHERS  
VOCATIONAL TRAINING CENTRE 

P.O BOX 182, DULUTI – ARUSHA. Mob: +255 717 179 596 

E-Mail: holyvtc@gmail.com 

 

                                                                                                       16TH JANUARY, 2024. 

Association PAMINA 

269 Route de la Wantzenau 

67000 STRASBOURG, FRANCE 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE TO COMPLETE GIRLS’ DORMITORY 

I, Fr. Joseph Florian Kavishe, CSSp the manager of Holy Ghost Fathers Vocational 

Training College (VTC), write to ask for a donation to help us complete our girls’ dormitory. This 

building was constructed some years back, but we have not been able to complete it due to financial 

constraints. The roofing work is complete but what is left now is the finishing and fixtures. That 

is: the ceiling, windows and doors, plastering and painting, electrical installation and water supply 

system.  

Short history: In 1993 the Congregation of the Holy Ghost Father's opened a Vocational 

Training Centre (V.T.C) for the most vulnerable youths. Who hails from challenging background 

in Tengeru – Arusha. There was a good response from the youths within Tengeru township and 

outside Tengeru. A good number of youths have been trained in this Centre. In this case the Centre 

has been established so as to minimize the growing rate of unemployment among the youths who 

have no skills to earn money for their life. 

The Centre is now geared to provision of technical skills training in Carpentry, Motor Vehicle 

Mechanics, Auto electric, Welding and Metal Fabrications, Masonry and Brick Laying, Electrical 

Installation, Design and Sewing Technology, Computer Technology and Music. With such skills 

the Centre believes that its graduates can become self-reliant, since we aim at providing high 

quality skill training, that will enable them to graduate and so become competent, dynamic and 

confident entrepreneurs and qualify in labor market. 

However, there have been much support from France when Frs. Joseph Mashaka, CSSp and Dyfrig 

Maliti, CSSp were working at the college. That’s why we are looking forward to your support.  
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As we are writing to you, many girls who are enrolled in our technical school end up not 

completing the three years course because there is no dormitory for them and majority of them 

lack support from their families due to lack school fees, forced early marriages and even early 

pregnancy. 

When this dormitory is completed, it would help young girls, who are studying at our 

technical school, to have a good place to stay and do their studies. It would also help the 

management to have close monitoring of the girls, especially after normal study periods. This 

would benefit them, as they would be within the compound, and therefore more dedicated time for 

their studies. We are hoping that our request will be considered so that we can help these young 

girls to reach their goals.  

Cost: 

 DESCRIPTION ITEM AMOUNT  
A. Materials for: Plastering and ceiling 

board   

11,790,000.00 

  Painting and flooring 

works  

4,635,000.00 

  Electrification 1,771,200.00 

  Sanitary and water 

supply system 

4,659,000.00 

  Doors and window 9,050,000.00 

 Total (for Materials)  31,905,200.00 
 

B. Labor charge 

(35% of the materials)  
 11,166,820.00 

 Grand Total  43,072,020.00 TSH 

C. Amount in USD 

(Rate: 2,550.00) 
 16,890.98 USD 

 

PRIMARY CONTACT INFORMATION 

Office Title: Holy Ghost Fathers Vocational Training Centre 

Contact Name: Fr. Joseph Florian Kavishe, CSSp. (Manager) 

E-mail: josephflorian17@gmail.com       

Phone: +255 717 179 596 
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